“The end of men,” a phrase coined by journalist Hanna Rosin, captures the proposition that women have made such remarkable progress in all domains—and men have suffered such declines and reversals—that women are effectively surpassing men and becoming the dominant sex. This interdisciplinary conference will evaluate claims about “the end of men” and consider their implications. Feminist diagnoses of sex discrimination have fueled changes in law and policy, as well as in cultural norms. Should recent claims about the status of men likewise prompt redress? The conference will examine empirical assertions about men’s and women’s comparative status in concrete domains, such as education, the workplace and the family. It will examine how the data supporting claims about the end of men—and progress of women—look once differentiated by class, race, region and other categories. It will provide historical perspectives on current anxieties about imbalances between men’s and women’s power, opportunities and status. The conference will also offer comparative and international perspectives on the “end of men” thesis, testing it in a variety of contexts in Europe and the Middle East. Papers and proceedings will be published in the Boston University Law Review.

This conference is free and open to the public. On-site registration is available; however, advance registration is encouraged. For a conference schedule and online registration, visit http://www.bu.edu/law/events/upcoming/#EndofMenConference.

For academic questions, please contact Professor Linda C. McClain at lmclain@bu.edu. For event-related questions, please contact BU Law Events & PR Manager Elizabeth Aggott at eaa@bu.edu.